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Ready to meet the European challenge: Customer
collaboration provides launch pad for implementing
exciting innovations in flagship bottle scanner
Airport and passenger security remains
a major concern for everyone involved in
aviation.There has been a lot of discussion
in some sections of the media about when
and whether the current ban on carrying
liquids, aerosols and gels (LAGs) should be
lifted and even discussion on the relative
merits of the equipment available.
For everyone on our side of the industry,
there is no argument; such equipment
has been designed to meet the exacting
standards determined by the aviation
industry itself and tested according to the
European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC)
protocols. But we’ve not rested there.
We’ve been working closely with our
customers and listened to what they have
to say. As a result, we have implemented
some exciting and innovative features
and functionality in our flagship bottle
scanner, making it even easier to use, with
faster scanning times and lower false
alarm rates, while ensuring robust and
uncompromising probability of detection of
threat liquids. We also have full networking
capability and printer functionality.
Thanks to this, the Kromek Bottle Scanner
Identifier is now one of the most advanced

liquid threat detection systems available.
Using the latest multi-spectral x-ray
technology, the Bottle Scanner categorises
each item it scans against a digital database
that contains the spectral signature of all
internationally recognised threat materials
and provides the operator with a simple
‘PASS’ or ‘FAIL’ outcome. The database can

We stand by our equipment...
The Kromek Bottle Scanner Identifier is Type B, ECAC approved
and ready for service.
The temporary deferment on lifting the ban on LAGs for transit
passengers provides airports with the perfect opportunity and
time to be fully prepared for go-live with the right equipment
in place and staff fully trained.
We’ve listened to what our customers have had to say and
implemented some exciting and innovative features in our
flagship bottle scanner; making it easier to use, faster
scanning times and lower false alarm rates, while
ensuring an uncompromising probability of detection of
threat liquids.
At Kromek, we’re happy to work with you whether
it’s providing ConOps and logistical support, helping
you optimise your system or training your staff.
To find out how we can help you why not call me,
Nigel Day, on: +44 (0) 1740 626060 or visit
www.kromek.com

easily be customised or upgraded to meet
specific customer requirements or take
into account emerging threat materials.
The Identifier scans containers of any
shape and material – glass, plastic, metal
and cardboard. Labels and surface finish do
not affect the accuracy of detection. It’s safe,
easy to use and totally non-invasive, requiring
no sampling and no consumables, and is
capable of scanning partially filled bottles.
The temporary deferment on lifting the
ban on LAGs for transit passengers provides
airports with the perfect opportunity
and time to be fully prepared for the
autumn go-live with the right equipment
in place and staff fully trained.
We’re happy to work with you,
whether it’s providing ConOps and
logistical support, helping you optimise
your systems or training your staff.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
To find out how we can help you or
arrange a demonstration, contact
Angus de Villiers +44 (0)1740 626060,
or Jerome Brugnago +44 (0)7808
768027, e-mail: sales@kromek.com
or visit www.kromek.com

